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DEBLOGDED]In a typical wireless communication system, a communication signal is transmitted from a transmitter to a receiver via a communication medium.
Various noise and interference effects can cause the received communication signal to include distortion components such as inter-symbol interference (ISI)
components. In some communication systems, a signal distortion component such as an ISI component may be recovered by using a receiver having a
corresponding receiver level detector circuit. In various wireless communication systems, a received communication signal is relayed by multiple relay stations
(e.g., a base station, a relay station, etc.). Each relay station may generate an interference signal, such as noise or a non-linear distortion signal due to a channel
effect of the relay station. Such an interference signal may result in an ISI component in the received communication signal. In some conventional communication
systems, the received communication signal is recovered by using a receiver having a channel equalizer and a receiver level detector circuit. The channel equalizer
and the receiver level detector circuit can remove a channel effect of the relay station (e.g., the ISI component in the received communication signal due to the
channel effect of the relay station), but such a conventional receiver may be complicated and inefficient.Frontex, Europol, Eurojust, Interpol as Europol visa
requirement for Bulgaria In the course of the Euromaidan protests in the winter of 2013-14, the government of
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